The Pros and Cons of *Durusul Lughah* for Non-native Arabic Speakers
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Abstract. This study aims to analyze the suitability of the book *Durusul Lughah Al’Arabiyyah Lighairin Natiqina Biha* volume 1 in terms of material for Arabic learners. Using qualitative methods, Content Analysis was conducted to evaluate the book’s material suitability, accuracy, actuality, and evaluation exercises. The results indicate that the book is highly recommended for beginner-level Arabic learners, with a percentage of 93% in terms of material suitability, 90% in terms of material accuracy, and 93% in terms of cultural suitability. However, the book’s presentation of material is less systematic and coherent, which should be improved for better continuity between discussions. The implication of this study is that *Durusul Lughah Al’Arabiyyah Lighairin Natiqina Biha* volume 1 is a good resource for Arabic learners but requires improvements in the presentation of materials for better learning outcomes.
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1 Introduction

Arabic is the language of the Qur’an and Assunnah which is undoubtedly the glory used by all Muslims as a guide and international language as a means of communication which is mostly spread in the Middle East and North Africa with the most complete language structure in the world. As Allah SWT says in surah Yusuf verse 2 which means: “Indeed we sent it down in the form of the Qur’an in Arabic, so that you may understand it”.

And also confirmed by the Messenger of Rasulullah SAW in a saheeh hadith; “I leave you two things, you will not be lost after them, namely: the holy Qur’an and my sunnah (my teachings).” (HR. al-Hakim from the Companion Abu Hurairah radhiallahu anhu).

According to Ulin Nuha [1], in medieval times, Arabic was among the main tools of culture, especially in the fields of science, mathematics and philosophy which made European languages also adopt many vocabulary from Arabic. As in the Arabic book “*Durusul Lughah Al’Arabiyyah Li GhoiriNathiqin Biha*” author of Shaykh Prof. Dr. V.
Abdurrahim publisher Gema Ilmu is one of the books that is widely used in boarding schools in Indonesia, including being the Arabic language master book at Ar-Rohmah boarding school 2 Malang.

“Duruusul Lughah Al’Arabiyyah Li Ghoiri Nathiqin Biha” comes from the word “Durus” which is the jama’ form of the word Dars or meaning lessons, Al- Arabiyyah means Arabic and Li Ghoiri Nathiqin, Li in Indonesian means for, Ghairi means other than, Nathaqina is ajamica form of the word nathiq which means the speaker and Bi means with, while Ha is a muttashil dhomir or conjunctive pronoun which means “its” which returns to the word Al- Arabiyyah. So that it contains a complete meaning, namely Arabic lessons for non-Arabic speakers [2]. In other words for non-natives other than Arabs. The purpose of compiling the book is to help and make it easier for second language learners or non-Arabic speakers to learn Arabic, and improve active Arabic speaking communication.

The textbook of Durusul Lughoh Li Ghairi Naatiqiina Bihaa was designed based on the author’s personal experience by looking at the needs and difficulties of Arabic language learners. Through this experience, he tried to compile Arabic learning guides and books that are very suitable and easy for non-Arabic people to use. The book consists of 3 volumes that are classified based on the ability of students, accompanied by caricature-shaped images, arranged systematically by paying attention to the principle of taqdim al-ushul ‘ala al-furu’ or learning the basics first before going to more complex things. Departing from the above, researchers are interested in examining and analyzing the first volume of Durusul Lughoh Li Ghairi Naatiqiina Bihaa from the material aspect.

2 Methodology

This research uses a qualitative method of Content Analysis. The data collection technique is obtained from a material feasibility assessment questionnaire conducted by researchers to assess the extent to which the quality and feasibility of the material of the book Durusul Lughah Al’Arabiyyah Lighairin Natiqina Biha volume 1 as the object of research. As research conducted by M. Kamil Ramma [3] on the analysis of the quality of the book ta’lim al-lughoh al-arabyah by Dr. Hidayat The results of the study explain that: Dars (1) regarding “Ta’aruf” is all appropriate except for maharah istima’. Dars (2) regarding “AlAmiluna Bil-Madrasah” are all appropriate except for maharah istima’ and qira’ah. Dars (3) on “Al- maraqiq Wal-Adawatul Madrasiyyah” are all appropriate except for istima’ maharah. Dars (4) on “Al-alwan” are all appropriate except for istima’ maharah. Dars (5) on “Al-unwan” are all appropriate except for istima’ and qira’ah maharah. Dars (6) on “Baiti” are all appropriate except maharah istima’. Dars (7) on “Min Yaumiyyatunal Usroh” are all in agreement except maharah istima’ andqira’ah.

Through the above background, the researcher analyzed the feasibility of the material by preparing a textbook assessment sheet that refers to the Arabic language companion textbook assessment instrument by PUSLITBANG Lektur [4]. This study uses two data sources consisting of primary data sources and secondary data sources. The primary data source used is the book Durusul Lughah Al’Arabiyyah Lighairin Natiqina Biha volume 1, while secondary data is obtained from journals, articles and books related to the research theme used.
3 Results and Discussion

The Durusul Lughoh ‘Al Arabiyyah Li Ghoiri Naatiqiina Biha book contains basic Arabic language material which includes basic Arabic language materials such as numbering, numbering, muhadatsah and others. Textbook of Durusul Lughoh ‘Al Arabiyyah Li Ghoiri Naatiqiina Biha volume one consists of 23 lessons, where in each chapter the lesson includes three things, namely an explanation of the grammatical rules of the language, practice drill, questions, and presentation of vocabulary. The language used in the book uses *fusha* Arabic so that the quality of Arabic in it does not need to be doubted by anyone who learns it. One of the features of this book is that it is equipped with a guidebook as a learning support so that it can facilitate learners in understanding the material contained in the book. Kadiyat [5] states that the number of mufrodat in the book Durusul Lughoh ‘Al Arabiyyah Li Ghoiri Naatiqiina Biha volume 1 is 380 words which are detailed in 23 *dars*.

Referring to the textbook assessment instrument by PUSLITBANG Lektur conducted by researchers, that this book has the suitability of the material with the needs of learners of Nathiqina Biiha lighairi needed. This book contains the completeness, breadth and depth of the material as evidenced by the description of the material accompanied by vocabulary and pictures as well as Arabic language exercises as in the following example (Fig. 1).

Some of the shortcomings that researchers found in this book are the presentation of material that is less systematic and coherent with the order of material that is widely listed in various Arabic language books used in Indonesia, for example in the presentation of material about dhamir for short distances should be placed coherently either from the far or near side such as *دَهْر* should be placed after *دَهْر* not placed after *ذَالِكَ* or *ذَالِكْ* or *ذَٰلِكَ*. Thus, it is concluded that in terms of the suitability of the Material with Learning Needs, it reaches a score of 93%. On the other hand, this book has values that do not conflict with social values in Indonesia because the preparation of this book is based on Islamic values, one example of which is seen on p. 9 about *isim isyarah* and a picture presented of a man wearing typical Arabian clothing (Fig. 2).
In terms of the accuracy of the material presented clearly and accordingly starting from the accuracy of grammar, the suitability of the terms used with the times, and also the illustration of images. However, this book has one aspect that is still very minimal, namely reference to the bibliography because this book does not include a bibliography. In other words, from the aspect of material accuracy, the score is 90%.

In terms of the timeliness or actuality of the material, the suitability of Indonesian culture and character, that this book was published by the kingdom of Saudi Arabia and widely circulated in the Middle East region, the examples and cases used in the book are more inclined and lead to Middle Eastern culture so that it is less relevant to Indonesian culture. It can be said that the level of actuality of the material, cultural suitability is quite appropriate and reaches a quality of 93%. As for the material and theme of this book, it is very relevant to the needs of Arabic language learners because it is arranged based on themes that are close to everyday life and use simple Arabic, besides that this book is based on the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, including shown in the discussion of material about the introduction of new students from various countries.

In the aspect of practice and evaluation, this book is considered very sufficient in accordance with the learning objectives. Starting from the presentation of material, vocabulary enrichment and grammatical enrichment material is presented very clearly comparing between mudakar and muannats as in Fig. 3.
The enrichment aspect of skills ranging from reading, listening, speaking and writing which are basic skills in learning Arabic is also an added value as well as a privilege possessed by this book. With the questions and exercises that are varied and also weighted make this book suitable to be a means of repeating material for students. The quality of the book from the aspect of evaluation exercises, and enrichment reached 100%.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, the Durusul Lughoh ‘Al Arabiyah Li Ghoiri Naatiqiina Biha volume 1 textbook provides a suitable and accurate introduction to the Arabic language for beginner level learners. The book’s material is culturally appropriate and contains high-quality evaluation exercises and enrichment. However, the presentation of the material could be improved for better continuity between discussions. The implication of this study is that Arabic language educators can use Durusul Lughoh ‘Al Arabiyah Li Ghoiri Naatiqina Biha volume 1 as a reliable resource for teaching the language to foreign language learners. Furthermore, this study highlights the importance of systematic and coherent presentation of material for effective language learning. Educators should consider this aspect when selecting instructional materials for their students.
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